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UPDATE 
Source code now on github https://github.com/SiddheshRane/sis-client 

For this revision I have gone through the source code of SIS, especially the referencing, 
metadata and storage modules 
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Overview 
Apache SIS is a library for working with geospatial data, metadata and coordinate 
operations. 

To demonstrate the capabilities of the library and to make it convenient to use its most 
common functionality, I will be making a desktop app in JavaFX that will allow 

1. Reading and editing metadata 
2. Reading CRS and applying transformations 
3. Display vector data in tabular format 

Goals and Deliverables 
The UI will allow you to drag a file into the application. It will automatically detect the mime 
type using SIS library. It will then display information like metadata in one tab and CRS in 
another.  

Metadata is hierarchical but still key-value in nature so a TreeTable will be used to display 
it. A filter textbox will allow quick search of the required key and directly jump to it. For 
enums or data of fixed nature the table cell will use ComboBoxes to give predefined 
choices. For numbers Spinners will be used. So no incorrect data can be entered as far as 
possible. 

The CRS tab will have a listing of registered CRS. New ones can be added from .wkt or .nc 
formats by simply dragging the file over that pane. An edit button will allow to edit the CRS 
with the option to duplicate instead of touching the original. 

Finally the latitude and longitude data is contained in say a CSV file, which will be dragged 
over the application to read its contents, possibly in tabular format. A ‘Transform’ button on 
the page will allow transforming the coordinate system of the file, with the target 
coordinate system being presented as the already registered list of CRS. As there is loss of 
precision during the conversion, which can be anywhere from 10 meters to 3km, which is 
quite significant, this information will also be displayed in stats section of the 
transformation.  

Finally the points or polygons and other shapes will be drawn on the maps. The error can 
be visually shown if you zoom in closely on the map. Right now I am using google maps, but 
I will search alternative libraries for OpenStreetMaps.  
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Work done so far 

Map Visualization 

 

Integrated Maps functionality with the ability to get lat/long and elevation. 
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Above screenshot shows the ability to draw polygons on the map, given a set of Lat/Long 

This feature can be used to show GeographicExtent of a CRS. Two such polygons in 
different colors can be used to visualize the error in precision. 

 

Different shapes and colors are possible. 

The marker can show lat/long on map. Marker graphic can be changed. 
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File Input 

 

This is the pane where you drag and drop files. Notice the GuessMyCorrectMimeType.xml 
file, whose mime type gets correctly detected as WellKnownText. The file input mechanism 
uses DataStores.probeContentType() mechanism from SIS storage module, otherwise it 
uses the default file system mechanism. See below link for a video in action 

Video: https://youtu.be/otpkILJottY 

Bug Note: SIS can detect different file types if their associated storage module is on the 
classpath. However when I had sis-netcdf on classpath, wkt detection would fail. If 
sis-xmlstore was also included then netcdf detection would also fail. 

 

 

CoordinateReferenceSystem 
CRS will mostly deal with classes in org.apache.sis.referencing 

Major components of CRS include the datum and the axes conventions.  

CRS can be horizontal, vertical, temporal or a combination of these. Each type has its own 
datum and CS. 

https://youtu.be/otpkILJottY
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The differences are too wide from a UI perspective. For example take types of Datum. 

 

Datum Type  Explanation  Possible UI representation 

DefaultGeodeticDatum  Ellipsoid approximating 
Earth’s shape 

2 Spinners/NumberField , 
Ellipse shape  

DefaultTemporalDatum  Time of Origin, possibly of 
the reference standard itself 

Date Picker 

DefaultVerticalDatum  Something like height above 
mean sea level, or from 
center of Earth’s mass 

1 Spinner/NumberField, 
Line 

 

I would therefore make UI controls specialized for each type, and reuse wherever 
similarities exist between different types like the realization epoch date and scope string. 

Another aspect is projection, like transforming from x,y plane to u,v plane as in 
mathematics. Visualization of such transformations is possible using JavaFX Path elements 
to create arbitrary shapes. 

Metadata 
UI will use DefaultMetadata as model class. This class returns collection of other objects 
like Contacts, Citations, Online resources, remarks etc.  

UPCOMING 

Vector Data 
Vector data contains latitude, longitude and maybe extra information like elevation, 
Temperature etc. Such data can be represented in CSV format and I suppose it will be very 
easy to make a panel for displaying it. We only need to implement conversion to SIS specific 
data types. 

My Background and Experience 
I have been coding in java since 8th standard entirely as a hobby. I started working with 
JavaFX since its version 2. I have been following the community closely on 
fxexperience.com and keeping track of high quality UI libraries like ControlsFX, Medusa, 
JFXtras etc. I know the best practices of JavaFX. 
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In academics, I’m in 3rd year of Computer Science course in College of Engineering, Pune, 
India. 

Commitment 
I have summer vacation during the course of GSOC since community bonding period. Since 
coding is my pastime I will be able to give my complete time to this project. 

 


